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Before I realised it, it's been so long
I've been staying in this Ice Age that's without you
Although memories keep reeling in my mind
The love that's already frozen will not be thawed again
The way you casually say I'm a good man
And I cannot tell you my real thoughts
I'm hesitating whether I should
Admit that I can't let go
The breakup on day 127 left 127 hearts in pain
Each day, regret taught me a little
How could I neglect your feelings
How much tears did you she'd before you found a
reason to leave me
Perhaps the one who's been tolerating all the while is
you
The mistakes you made because you were gentle

There's only your beautiful silhouette in my eyes
My eyes only seek for your news
Even if I've moved on
I'm still lingering around the fond memories
My heart has died since a long time ago, it has lost the
reason to live
Right from the day you stopped loving me, it stopped
beating
The breakup on day 127 left 127 hearts in pain
Each day, regret taught me a little
How could I neglect your feelings
How much tears did you she'd before you found a
reason to leave me
Perhaps the one who's been tolerating all the while is
you
The mistakes you made because you were gentle
Damn baby, how we end up here
You know it's funny
I just miss you so much
I still remember holding you kissing you
I wish I could just see you right now lying in my arms
Maybe I'm waiting for you
Please just come back to me
I love you
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The breakup on day 127 left a 'me' who's missing you
terribly
A day, a year, time has proven
That I've never forgotten about you
It took so much loneliness for me to understand the
reason you left
I don't have the right to ask you to return to me
Unless you can understand how my heart hurts
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